
London by Emma Bennallick 

 

A country of many languages 

A home of many Minds 

A destination for many cultures 

A Place of all kinds 

 

We beg for opportunities 

This is why we reside 

To others it’s a playground 

A Place to run and hide 

 

With a tempo that’s quick 

At the centre of Time 

But as the minute hand ticks 

Keep up or get left behind 

 

We are strangers to London 

Just ants in the Grass 

We put our trust into London 

And London Steels your Hearts 

 

Buildings that reach up high 

Dungeons that creep down below 

Planes, Trains, Boats and Cars 

This City is Bigger than you know 

 

The Sun shines through the buildings 

It leaves shadows painted on the ground 

The Capital is a beautiful thing 

And you’ll never forget the sound 

 

Park bench to park bench 

Trees that gently swing 

The colours will refresh you 

This is London in the Spring 

 

The City will inspire you 

More than you will ever know 

The wheels will keep turning 

If you stay or if you go 

 

Visitors come to see the sites 

They arrive at Dusk and stay till Night 

The City sky lite up by lights 

Vivid colours shining so bright 

 

Churches that remember own Kisses 

Statues that salute the Thorne 

Fountains that hold own Wishes 

This is London 

This is our Home 
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